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01 Nuovi confini e limiti delle città

Prospettive per le metodologie di definizione dei confini metropolitani
Isidoro Fasolino

Ri-mappare l’urbano. Geografie in dissolvenza e spatial thinking
Fulvio Adobati

InsideOut. La definizione di nuovi margini nell’area metropolitana di Helsinki. Notes for a Decalogue of the happy city
Marco Baccarelli, Beatrice Galimberti, Maritha Orsini

La periferia del margine al centro della rinascita urbana
Nicole Caruso

Dare forma alla contraddizione
Luigi Cimmino

Città Metropolitana di Roma Capitale: geografia dei territori e perimetri dei poteri
Vittoria Crisostomi

At the border of the city. A preliminary study to an evidence-based approach to informal settlements
Valerio Catini, Valerio Di Pinto, Francesco Rossini

Ciò che manca: dare spazio al «malinteso»
Silvia Dalzera

Limes del disegno di città
Andrea Donelli

Prospettive per le metodologie di definizione dei confini metropolitani
Isidoro Fasolino

The Town Beyond the Modern. A Biographical Reflection about Space, Time and Change
Carl Fingerhuth

Reading the city of Caracas through its interstices
Teresa García Alcaraz

Territorio Urbanizzato. Il limite urbano nella disciplina del governo del territorio in Toscana
Andrea Giralda

Pianificazione fisica, questione ambientale e innovazione delle tecniche: il caso del Litorale Dalmata-Flegreo
Salvatore Lesco, Luigi Macchia

Dissonances: The diffusion of the total suburbanization and the proliferation of the boundaries in the contemporary city
Nicolas Mitzaless

Culture in movimento e progetti dell’abitare solidale
Valeria Mommo, Silvia Serrl

Il margine oltre il margine: note sui nuovi limiti della città
Sonia Paone

The rebirth of cities inside the territorial system of public spaces in the Portuguese northwest
Ivo Oliveira

La metropoli come insieme complesso di città. Osservazioni preliminari per la governance delle aree metropolitane
Marco Pietrolucci

Città Domiziana. Il caso studio di Torre di Pescopagano, da insediamento turistico di seconde case a periferia degradata e abbandonata dell’area metropolitana di Napoli
Salvatore Porcaro

Lo “spazio” delle vacancies
Elena Pressacco

Arcipelaghi metropolitani e Città dell’architettura
Nicolò Savarese

Il dissolvimento dei limiti della città nelle aree transurbane a Padova
Luigi Stendardo, Stefano Antoniadis

Rur-urban areas: the pianificazione oltre i confini territoriali
Luca Torrisi

La dissoluzione dei confini nella città contemporanea
Jole Tropeano

Connessioni per l’accoglienza
Nicola Tucci

La città geografica: l’insediamento come elemento dell’organismo territoriale
Giuseppe Tuppiti

I nuovi limiti
Claudio Zanirato

Dalla diffusione insediativa alla città diffusa. Gli effetti del sisma sui policentrismo aquilano
Francesco Zollo

Città senza confini e paesaggi periurbani. Un confronto tra quattro aree metropolitane Italiane
Daniela Cinti
02 Ricostruzione post-terremoto e post-catastrofe

Visioni e realizzazioni, moderne e postmoderne, di ricostruzione post-catastrofe. Quali lezioni per l’urbanistica?

Sandro Fabbro

Introduzione

Massimo Sargolini

Paesaggi “in emergenza”

AIAPP Associazione Italiana di Architettura dei Paesaggi, M.Cristina Tullio

Dalla ricostruzione alla transizione. Guidare i territori in una strategia di lungo periodo

Nora Annesi, Annalisa Rizzo

Emidio di Treviri, una ricerca sulla gestione del post-sisma nel Centro Italia: considerazioni sul caso abitativo e le relative riedificazioni territoriali

Giulia Barra, Alberto Marco, Serena Olcaire

Reconstruction and Identity. The Case Study of Agadir’s Earthquake.

Edoardo Luigi Giulia Bernasconi

Da L’Aquila ad Amatrice: strutture urbane e comunità rurali nel dopo sisma

Gian-Luigi Bulte

Città fragili: prevenzione, manutenzione, ricostruzione

Teresa Cilona

L’analisi qualitativa della vulnerabilità sismica dei centri storici come supporto per la definizione di strategie di mitigazione del rischio. Il caso studio dei comuni dell’Unione della Romagna Paentina

Chiara Circo, Margherita Giuffrè

Strumenti di finanziamento per la ricostruzione post-terremoto e postcatastrofe

Antonio Cavallaro, Giovanni Di Trapani

Architettura prêt-à-porter: la casa su misura

Ennio De Crescenzo, Daniela De Crescenzo

Verso ricostruzioni finalmente “civili”. Per una critica delle “sperimentazioni” statali sulla pelle dei sinistrati

Sandro Fabbro

Ricostruzione postterremoto e identità nuove. I cinquant’anni della comunità belicina

Galliano Giancarlo, Lotta Francesca, Picone Marco, Schilleci Filippo

Role of Communities in Post-disaster Recovery: Learning from the Philippines

Ilija Gubic, Hossein Maroufi

Ricostruire camminando: il progetto ViaSalaria

Luca Lazzarini, Guido Benigni

Terremoti: il “rischio economico” tra prevenzione e ricostruzione

Filippo Lucchesi, Maurizio Festa, Erika Ghiraldo

Post-Disaster Reconstruction Planning and Urban Resilience: Focus on Two Catastrophic Cases from Japan and Italy

Tomoyuki Mashiko, Shigeru Satoh, Donato Di Ludovico, Luca Di Ludovico

Paesaggi urbani temporanei. Scenari per una città reversibile

Mauria Pecce

Planificazione del territorio e protezione civile: una proposta di metodo per le “Zone Rosse” della Città Metropolitana di Napoli

Bartolomeo Sciammanica, Alessio D’Auria, Cristian Filagrossi Ambrosino, Paolo Franco Biancamano, Gioacchino Rosario De Michele

La ricostruzione di Salerno nel secondo dopoguerra

Simona Talenti, Annarita Teodoro

Overcoming Crises: Planning to bridge the humanitarian and development divide

Jonathan Weaver, Francesco Tommarella

Vuioti e assestamenti urbani

Claudio Zanirato

03 Resilienza, circolarità, sostenibilità

Introduzione

Giuseppe Mazzeo

Introduzione

Michelangelo Savino

Multiscalarità e Circolarità. Ferrara: intervenire nei territori della trasformazione

Francesco Alberti (Università Politecnica delle Marche)

Città ecologica città felice

Stefano Aragone

Risorse e benefici dall’uso sostenibile del suolo

Annamaria Bagiani, Francesca Perrone, Samuele Sadat Nicksayn

Il passato resiliente della città contemporanea

Chiara Barbieri

Verso la pianificazione agricola e alimentare: un’ipotesi di sviluppo per le Città del Vino

Paolo Benvenuti

Fine della giustizia e crisi della città. I beni comuni per ripartire dai contenuti etico-sociali dell’azione progettuale

Giuseppe Caridi

Designing the Unpredictable

Claudia Chirianni

Spazi pubblici resilienti: L’Aquila

Quirino Crosa, Donato Di Ludovico

From Woodland to Botanical Garden: The Krambeck Forest, Brazil

Lucas Abranches Cruz, Patricia Menezes Maya Monteiro, Frederico, Braida, Antonio Colchete Filho
I progetti d’acqua resilienti in Olanda
Maurizio Francesco Errigo

La progettazione delle aree residuali come obiettivo strategico per la resiliente city
Della Evangelista

Il riuso e la rifunzionalizzazione delle ferrovie dismesse per la rigenerazione dei territori
Emanuele Garda

Verso una certificazione dell’esposizione al rischio socio-ambientale di edifici e territori: riflessioni su potenzialità e criticità dell’utilizzo di sistemi di diffusione del dati di rischio
Denis Grassino

Rationality in planning: new anti-fragile perspectives
Giuseppe Las Casas, Beniamino Murgante, Francesco Scorzato

Visioni comuni: un laboratorio di copianificazione in Cilento
Marco Lura, Roberto Musumeci, Fabrizio Mangoni di Santo Stefano, Klarissa Pica

Paesaggistico costiero dei Campi Flegrei. Tutela e crescita economica: governare il mutamento
Barbara Scaleri

Città costiere e vulnerabilità climatica: misure, politiche e strumenti per l’adattamento del litorale Italiano
Filippo Magni, Giacomo Magnabosco, Francesco Muscio

Riqualificazione resiliente di spazi pubblici ad elevato rischio di alluvione
Giuseppe Mazzeo, Floriana Zucaro

Design approach and tools to bridging land-sea interactions. Research by design new tool for spatialize and explore new transitions
Alberto Innocenti, Francesco Muscio

Active mobility and urban resilience: two issues to be observed through the neighbourhood
Chiara Oriolani

Ripensare la città. Verso la mobilità sostenibile
Domenico Passarelli

Città al centro della “rivoluzione circolare”: dalla crisi nuove opportunità di rinascita
Gabriella Pultrone

Strumenti di supporto a territori fragili e vulnerabili: dalla giocosimulazione al Piano di Protezione Civile
Paola Rizzi, Alessia Marcia, Barbara Deni, Federico D’Ascanio

Come aumentare la resilienza di un territorio vulnerabile al rischio idrogeologico: il caso di Olbia
Paola Rizzi, Simone Uzari

Understanding the multiscale dimension of resilience: Yazd as a key case study
Hosein Rosati, Cristina Pallini

Urban agriculture and city governance: importance, potential and limitations
Rafael Soares Simão, Adriana Marques Rossetto

New Integrated approach towards Urban Sustainability in Mexican Cities
Martha S. Niño Sulikowska, Auribel Villa Avendaño

INTENSIS PA: pianificazione territoriale integrata alla sostenibilità energetica e socioeconomica
Maurizio Tirro, Alessandro Zagab, Chiara Carignani, Lisa Carollo

Rigenerazione urbana, beni culturali, nuovi standard

Introduzione
Andrea Arcidiacono, Carolina Gaime, Michele Talia

Urban regeneration or degeneration? Demolishment of İller Bankası building as a representation of modern cultural heritage
Melis Acar, Çağrıman Kaçer, Bilge İmamoğlu

Rigenerare la rigenerazione
Mariella Ammese

“Saluzzo città storica e di paesaggio”: la rinascita del centro storico, politiche per il recupero di un paesaggio urbano
Silvia Beltramo, Paolo Bovo

Crisis and Resumption of Black Sea Kursorts
Antonio Bertini, Candida Cuttini

Senior Tourism as a stand to promote the regeneration empty territories: Requalification of architectural and cultural heritage
Ana Bordalo, Sandra Neto

Selective Urban Regeneration Policy: the Case of University-led Urban Regeneration
Sofia Boruskina

Urban rehabilitation within the framework of democratic decisionmaking in Portugal: Coimbra as a major example
José Cabral Dias

Fifty Years of Italian Urban Standards. A Regional Overview
Ombretta Caldarice

Nuovi scenari di rigenerazione urbana: Le ONG nel contrasto alla sovra-urbanizzazione
Enrico Dalla Pietà

La città e i suoi Voluti
Rosalba De Felice

La valutazione e le prestazioni del Progetto Urbanistico
Federico D’Ascanio, Donato Di Ludovico, Pietro Proverzi

L’arte al Centro Commerciale – Come connettere le periferie al Centro
Vincenza Ferrara

Reusing of built heritage for neighborhood revitalization:
A proposal for the Italian Institute offhessaloniki
Katerina Foutaki, Chrysanthi Karakasi, Zoi Kokogiua
Rigenerare la democrazia: oltre il dominio della criminalità
Galiano Giuseppe

Community facilities in support of the urban quality. A methodological proposal
Roberto Gerunda, Gabriella Grazioso

From A Highway to A Greenway: A Land Use Dilemma or a Rebirth of a Place? The case of Northend Park, Rose Fitzgerald Kennedy Green Way: Boston, MA, USA
Isaah Hanafi Mahmoud, Bruce Appleyard, Carmelina Bevilacqua

Colonial nostalgia, growth coalitions and urban planning in China
Andrew Law, Loes Veldpaus

Strutture generative e frammenti di città
Laura Lutzoni, Michele Valentino

Historic Urban Landscape: an approccio per la regenerazione delle aree a urbanizzazione diffusa
Sara Maldina

È possibile un approccio organico per i toponimi? Case study Cava Pace-Roma
Licia Ottavi Fabbrianesi, Sergio Bianchi

An Alternative Approach for the Regeneration of Cultural Heritage in Turkey: Izmir History Project
Özgür Özgür, A. Güliz Bilgin Altınöz, Anna Mignosa

Abusivismo urbanistico e regenerazione urbana
Claudia de Biasi, Salvatore Losco, Bianca Petrella

Rigenerare per non dimenticare. Proposta di riuso dell'ex complesso industriale Corradini a Napoli
Matilde Plastina

Rigenerazione urbana al plurale. La trasformazione degli scali ferroviari a Milano
Laura Pogliani

Europa mediterranea. Per una strategia di riequilibrio e di regenerazione della città contemporanea
Laura Ricci, Chiara Ravagnan

Urban regeneration and sustainable communities: reflecting on energyrelated roles, attitudes and responsibilities
Angela Santangelo, Simona Tondelli

Strategie di rigenerazione urbana per “aree transurbane complesse” a Padova
Enrico Redetti, Michelangelo Savino

La Legge della Regione Lazio sulla rigenerazione urbana e sul recupero edilizio: verso un nuovo equilibrismo del sistema urbano
Maria Rita Schirru

The consequences of Israeli settlement in the heart of the ancient city of Hebron
Wael Shaheen

Rigenerare la città spontanea e abusiva: Italia e Spagna
Irene Poli, Francesca Rossi Utilizzo delle nuove

Tecnologie immersive nei siti di interesse culturale e misurazione monetaria dei benefici diretti, indiretti ed indipendenti dall’uso dei fruitori dei Musei, delle Città d’arte e dei Beni culturali
Domenico Tiredi

Metodologie e Strumenti Operativi per la Rigenerazione del Porto di Capim, João Pessoa, Paraíba, Brasile
Federica Tortora, José Augusto, Ribeiro da Silva, Elisabetta Romano

Thinking and Enlightenment about the Design of Tang Dynasty West Market Museum in Xi’an, China
XIAO LI, LUI Kecheng

Within and Against Urban Regeneration: Kolej as a Locus of Modern Heritage
Azize Elif Yabac, Irmak Yavuz, Ela Atas

Conflicts behind the transformation of Kampung Bharu (Malaysia): Neo-liberal planning versus context of place
Jannah Zainal Abidin

Exploring informal settlements through the lens of human mobility: Composing a fine-grained knowledge of places. A case study from the city of Johannesburg
Marika Miano
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Spazi pubblici sostenibili, città sana, felicità urbana

Introduzione
Maricela Sepe

Sistema tramviario di Palermo: sicurezza e qualità degli spazi pubblici
Giuseppe Abbate, Ferdinando Corriere

Vivere urbano sano e desiderabile. Potenzialità dello spazio pubblico nella costruzione di nuove relazioni tra aspetti sociali e ambientali della città contemporanea
Francesca Accia, Manuel Torresan

Pianificare il non pianificato? Le trasformazioni urbane (durevoli) promosse dalle attività commerciali (temporanee)
Alessia Allegrì

Felicità e paesaggio culturale: una possibile interazione
Diana Arcamone, Immacolata Caruso, Triziana Vitolo

Horizontal Walking Shifting practices and emerging landscapes
Farzaneh Bahrami, Bartina Barcelloni Corte

Nuovi paesaggi in quota negli interni urbani
Oscar Eugenio Bellini, Martino Mocchi

Identità culturale, coscienza dei luoghi, fatti di struttura. Per un nuovo rapporto città/campagna e un nuovo modo di sviluppo
Micaela Bordin

Impacts of revitalization of a deteriorated city center on local economic development an exploratory study in Pančevo – Serbia
Eren Dogan
Metabolismi urbani creativi, social networks e nuove tecnologie informatiche per il territorio

Trasporto pubblico e servizi di comunità. Un modello collaborativo di smart mobility per le aree interne
Francesco Alberti (Università degli studi di Firenze)

Social revolution: modelli innovativi per la fruizione del patrimonio culturale
Roberta Falcone, Pierfrancesco Celani

Tactical Urbanism and the production of the common - an approach to emerging urban practices
Ana C.C. Farias, André Gonçalves

Sistemi informatici e realtà aumentata negli sviluppi della rigenerazione urbana di Bellaria Igea Marina
Cristian Gori

Reflections on urban management for unravelling the complexity
Giovanna Mangialardi

Nuove tecnologie informatiche per il territorio e pianificazione integrata delle acque a livello locale: un processo operativo
Denis Maragno, Vittore Negretto, Francesco Musco

Un WebGIS per la conoscenza di aree transurbane a Padova
Guglielmo Pristeri, Salvatore Pappalardo, Daniele Codato, Federico Gianoli, Massimo De Marchi

Nuovi spazi per la partecipazione online: dal progetto CAST il Virtual Urban Center
Francesco Scorza, Piergiuseppe Pontrandolfi

L’automazione della mobilità e la forma delle città
Andrea Spinosa

Infrastrutture verdi, blu e miste

Infrastrutture e innovazione strategica
Roberto Mascaracci

Through the river landscapes: Lisbon Metropolitan Area, The City of the Tagus Estuary
Fixing terms in game
Caterina Anastasia

Infrastrutture verde e processi di piano. Esperienze di integrazione
Luca Barbarossa

Città delle due sponde. Traiettorie e approcci per le sfide del nostro tempo
Francesca Calace

Le alberature urbane come capitale naturale: le problematiche connesse all’applicazione della legge 10/2013 in contesti altamente antropizzati
Marina Maura Calandrelli, Antonello Migliozzi

Moltiplicità territoriali: il perirurbo tiburtino
Romina D’Ascanio, Anna Laura Palazzo

Il progetto “Le Fabbriche-Giardino di Lama San Giorgio e Lama Giotta: – tra conservazione e sviluppo
Nicolò Martinelli, Silvano Milella, Vito D’Onghia

Infrastrutture e rigenerazione urbana. Il Cycling City
Project of Copenhagen
Emilio Faroldi, Maria Pilar Vettori

I cammin stori ci sistemi di infrastrutture verdi per la valorizzazione territoriale
Rosa Anna La Rocca

Limiti e inevitabilità delle dighe nel territorio-macchina nord americano
Luca Iuorio

Pianificazione integrata di infrastrutture blu e verdi per le aree costiere
Antonio Azcón, Gianluca Lanzì

Infrastrutture verdi per nuove “Agricolture Urbanizzate”
Anna Lei
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La geografia della rinascita urbana tra efficienza statica e dinamica

Stefano de Falco

Concepire la governance urbana in ottica di servizio efficiente
Stefano de Falco, Federica Ammataro

Lo sport quale variabile principale delle amenities urbane: il caso dello stadio San Paolo di Napoli
Nicola Boemio, Stefano de Falco, Stefano Dello Russo, Simona Di Costanzo, Giosué Di Marco, Simona Ferrara, Carlo Valcarcel

La rinascita delle città attraverso la strategia degli eventi
Stefano de Falco, Monica Mauro

Il marketing urbano esperienziale ed emozionale: il caso del Mediolanum forum di Assago
Rosa Ambrosetti, Stefano de Falco, Ludovico D’Aniello, Pasquale Galasso, Monica Mauro, Michela Migliaro, Giacomo Tavillia, Tania Tufano

Efficienza nei servizi urbani: Il caso del CSBN0 – “Culture Socialità Biblioteche Network” della città metropolitana di Milano
Federica Ammataro, Stefano de Falco, Lucia Graziano, Kaita Federico, Serena Scevano

Un modello per la geografia della innovazione urbana: La socio economia frattale
Stefano de Falco, Italo del Gaudio
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Migliorare la salute migliorando le città: nuovi percorsi per l’urbanistica

Rosalba D’Onofrio, Elio Trusiani

Introduzione

Rigenerazione delle aree pubbliche come opportunità di salute
Simona Arletti, Daniele Biagioni

Promozione della salute e pianificazione del territorio
Emanuela Bedeschi

Il ruolo delle comunità locali nell’Healthy Urban Planning: Turku e Rotterdam
Chiara Camaioni

Una nuova declinazione della sostenibilità urbana per città e quei e in salute
M. Federica Ottone, Roberta Cocci Grifoni

Quantizzazione del danno ambientale sulla salute degli abitanti in città
Mauro Mario Marianni

Pianificando una città sana: i casi di Londra e Bristol
Pier Pellegrino

Stanno tutti bene (in città)?
Maria Chiara Tosi

L’approccio dello urban health e l’emergenza della salute nei contesti urbani contemporanei
Concetta M. Vaccaro

Una nuova governance urbana in nome della salute e del benessere degli abitanti delle città
Rosalba D’Onofrio, Elio Trusiani
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La ricostruzione come metodo. Cosa insega la storia recente degli eventi sismici in Italia

Andrea Gritti, Scira Menoni

Introduzione

Nel Cratere – Riflessioni sulla Ricostruzione Sisma 2016
Stefano Boeri, Maria Chiara Pastore

La ricostruzione come metodo. Cosa insega la storia recente degli eventi sismici in Italia
Emilia Corradi, Valter Fabietti

Emergenza e permanenza. Prove d’innovazione dall’Appennino centromeridionale
Matteo di Venosa, Marco D’Amantiis

From Emergency to Reconstruction: post disaster policies for sustainable urban development in Chile
Elizabeth Wagemann, Renato D’Alençon, Margarita Greene, Roberto Moris, Jorge Gironés, Ricardo Giesen

Le mappe dinamiche della ricostruzione
Andrea Gritti, Mario Morrica

Ricostruzione post-sisma nel Centro Italia: la sintesi urbanistica tra esigenze sociali, aspetti ambientali e fisici, la prevenzione dei rischi
Scira Menoni
Nature-based solutions: new EU topic to re-enature cities

Introduzione
Roberto De Lotto

The Initial Exploration of Adaptedness in Chinese Traditional Settlements
Wang Xiaofeng, Chen Yi

Nature-Based Solutions in city planning: the case of Segrate Municipality (Milan)
Roberto De Lotto

Nature-Based Solution for the redevelopment and enhancing of urban commons
Giulia Esopi

Smart Environment and Nature-Based Solutions
Veronica Gazzola

Mexican nature based Solutions for the improvement of rural communities, within tourism development
Tiziano Cattaneo, Emanuele Giorgi, Viviana Barquero, Andrea Alicio, Mendez Espitia

Transculturization in Architecture Nature Based Solutions of Contemporary Architectural Practice in Shanghai
LIU Kan

Chinese Vs. European strategies for ecodevelopment of territories: differences and suggestions
Cecilia Morelli di Popolo

Definition and objectives of Nature Based Solutions
Susanna Sturla

Nature-Based Solution to improve urban flexibility and resilience
Elisabetta M. Venco

Il ruolo dei servizi ecosistemici di regolazione in un contesto regionale
Maddalena Floris, Daniela Ruggeri

Modelling regulation services of green scenarios to support climate adaptation plans. An example of urban regeneration in Bari
Federica Gobatoni, Raffaele Peloroso, Marco Galli, Maria Nicolina Ripa, Antonio Leone

Is spatial planning taking advantage of Ecosystem services? A review of Italian experiences
Daniele La Rosa

A methodological approach to identify a multifunctional green infrastructure at the regional scale. A case study from Sardinia, Italy
Sabrina Lai, Federica Leone

L’analisi di Coerenza Esterna Quale Componente del Protocollo Sperimentale per la Redazione del Regolamento di un’Area Marina Protetta
Francesca Leccis, Salvatore Pinna

Territorial specialization in tourism sector as ecosystem service – the case of Basilicata Region
Francesco Scorza, Federico Amato, Ylenia Fortino, Beniamino Margante, Giuseppe Las Casas

Urban drainage modelling and runoff control: the potential of Sustainable urban Drainage Systems application in land-use planning process
Viviana Pappalardo

From urban standards to ecosystem services. An essential semantic change
Marialuce Stanganelli, Carlo Gerundo

Regenerating standards through ecosystem services
Angioletta Voghera, Benedetta Giudice, Francesca Basile

Challenges, resistances and opportunities for the inclusion of ecosystem services in urban and regional planning

Introduzione
Daniele La Rosa, Antonio Leone, Raffaele Peloroso, Corrado Zoppo

Servizi Ecosistemici e Contesto Locale
Stefano Aragona

The integration of ecological corridors and green infrastructure: a study concerning Sardinia
Igazio Cannas, Corrado Zoppo

Ecosystem services in urban plans: What is there, and what is still needed for better decisions
Chiara Cortinovis, Davide Geniletti

La valutazione dei servizi ecosistemici: una sperimentazione del modello InVEST al territorio dei Campi Flegrei
Antonella Cucurullo, Pasquale De Toro

Salute e spazio pubblico nella città contemporanea

Introduzione
Pasquale Milano

Forme di vita sana tra natura e artificio. Casi europei e americani a confronto
Adriana Bernieri

Paesaggio: terapia per la città contemporanea
Vito Cappiello

“Curare” la città: nuovi ruoli urbani per gli antichi ospedali in abbandono
Francesca Coppolino

Educare alla salute: gli spazi di relazione e movimento nella Natura Pubblica
Isotta Cortecci

Paesaggio urbano e salute, tre progetti per un approccio innovativo
Maria Cresato
Dalle dismissioni di scali e industrie il nuovo spazio pubblico di Milano
Stefano Casatelli

Lo spazio pubblico e la salute della città: il caso della stazione di Piscinola-Sancrario
Veronica De Falco

Abitare lo spazio aperto. La riconfigurazione dell’habitat urbano per la costruzione dell’habitus collettivo
Bruna Di Palma

Paeaggio e salute: il riciclo come tattica per i luoghi rifiutati
Francesca Fasanino

Pedestrian mobility and landscape strategies
Fabio Manfredi

Salute e spazi pubblici nella città contemporanea
Pasquale Miano

Un’infrastruttura per lo sport e il benessere nell’area del complesso San Gennaro dei Poveri a Napoli
Maddalena Verrillo

Greenery as common ground
Cristina Mattiucci

Contribution of green spaces to the resilience of cities: mapping spatial (mis)matches of urban ecosystem services
Maria Susana Orta Ortiz, Davide Geneletti

Using simulation to design green and efficient urban configurations
Francesco Orsi

A methodology to planning green infrastructure to face hydrogeological risks
Michele Grimaldi, Isidoro Fasolino

Tavole rotonde

METRO-CONFLICTS Rappresentazione e governo dei conflitti di area vasta
Introduzione
Matteo Puttilli, Valeria Lingua

1 conflitti di area vasta: geografie, rappresentazioni, governance
Matteo Puttilli, Valeria Lingua

Opus incertum: il quadro incoerente delle infrastrutture “strategiche” nell’area metropolitana fiorentina
Francesco Alberti (Università degli studi di Firenze)

Recenti conflittualità territoriali in atto nell’area vasta veneziana
Matteo Basso, Laura Fregolent

Piccoli centri in prospettiva metropolitana: convergenze o divergenze?
Raffaella Pucile

La gestione del rischio idrogeologico nell’area vasta: conflitti e vulnerabilità
Sara Bonati
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Colonial nostalgia, growth coalitions and urban planning in China

Andrew Law, Loes Veldpaus

Introduction: debates on nostalgia in China

Discussions of colonial nostalgia in post-colonial settings are widespread in a range of current academic commentaries (Bissel, 2005; Pellegri, 2005; Buettner, 2006; Waters, 2006; Ballantyne and Law, 2011). Interestingly, within some of this literature, writers have drawn attention to the role of urban development in the construction of colonial nostalgia. Thus, commentators such as Bissel, (2005) and Waters (2006), have all pointed to the role of colonial nostalgia in urban development in places such as Zanzibar, Tanzania (Bissel, 2005) and Port Royal, Jamaica (Waters, 2006). In the arena of Chinese studies, (and Chinese urban studies) commentators have also noted the rise in new forms of colonial nostalgia particularly in relation to Shanghai and sometimes Hong Kong (Zhang, 2000; Pan, 2005; Wu, 2006; Ren, 2008; Huppatz, 2009; Janson and Lagerkvist, 2009; Law, 2012). However, whilst this work is excellent there is still a paucity of research on the subject of colonial nostalgia in China. Indeed, firstly rather than Shanghai, there is still a lack of research on the role of colonial nostalgia in other Chinese cities and urban spaces that have colonial histories (and heritage). Secondly, in an age where the central state has developed extremely powerful anti-colonial discourses – in the form of what is known as humiliation history – the reasons as to why this form of colonial nostalgia exists at all is itself a fascinating site of inquiry (for an outline of humiliation history, see Broudecho, 2004; Callahan, 2010; Wang, 2012 and Law, 2014).

Responding to these gaps in the literature, the writing that follows, this paper will explore the development of colonial nostalgia in China through two key sites. Firstly, the following analysis will target a series of state-led growth coalitions. Simply put growth coalitions are agglomerations of the state and non-state that come together in the production of urban boomerism and capital accumulation strategies. As commentators have pointed...
out, the power of local state led growth coalitions has increased as a result of the growing decentralisation, privatisation and marketisation of the local state in China. As Zhang and Wu (2008) have suggested growth coalitions in China refer to those entities where local governments draw upon 'controlling administrative and monopolistic resources (e.g. urban plans, land-leasing and public policies)' in the construction of 'coalitions with business interests (e.g. developers and investors)' (Zhang and Wu, 2008: 210). Thus, as Zhang and Wu contend 'in the making of city plans, city governments seek collaboration with business sectors to develop a competitive city-region' (Zhang and Wu, 2008: 210). In this regard, as we shall argue in the following writing, colonial nostalgia has been reproduced in certain spaces in China through coalitions of the state and their resources - which includes urban planning, urban conservation urban designers and architecture- and non-state agents including local developers, investors and sometimes even general members of the public.

Secondly, in this paper we also suggest that economically focused state led tourist based government policies is also another space in which colonial nostalgia can emerge. In one section of this paper, we explore a series of state led tourist policies that have indirectly allowed local entrepreneurial and commercial actors to draw upon the colonial history and heritage of their surroundings. As we shall suggest often these more commercial actors construct colonial nostalgia as a form of niche, exotic or romantic consumerism which is then sold to Chinese tourists. Importantly, as we shall suggest, within these commercial and consumer based sites the production of this colonial nostalgia is produced as a form of 'stripped consumerism', where the contentious and problematic histories of colonialism are silenced. In this regard, in both our analysis of state led growth coalitions and state led economically driven tourist based policies ethical issues emerge with regard to the way that colonial nostalgia is constructed and reproduced.

Outline

Reflecting these two arguments then, the following essay contains a further 4 sections which seek to outline our position. Sections 2 and 3 contain a discussion of the Chinese cities of Shanghai and the special administrative region to the western side of the Pearl River Delta, Macau. Here in these sections we discuss the rise of colonial nostalgia in these cities as a result of a series of state led forces that has involved the eventual historic branding of these urban spaces. In Shanghai, the state led growth coalition has drawn upon discourses of the 1920s and 1930s colonial period of the city to construct an image of the city as having a vibrant past and present with deep economic and cosmopolitan roots. In our case study of Macau in section 3, we also examine state led growth coalitions which have drawn upon the region's Portuguese and Eurasian histories to construct a new narrative of the city as a site of cosmopolitanism and openness - which in turn serves strategic economic and local identity based goals. However, we also note that the Chinese state in Macau have actually drawn upon a pre-handover nostalgia that was forged under Portuguese rule.

But, whilst section 2 and 3 deal with state led productions of colonial nostalgia (and pre-Chinese state nostalgia), in section 4, we turn to Xiamen and particularly the tourist pleasure Island Gulangyu which is laden with new forms of commercial tourist and consumer led colonial nostalgia. Here in this section and turning to the second line of investigation in our paper, we explore the way a series of government funded tourist policies has incidentally led entrepreneurs on the Island to construct a language of colonial nostalgia through the buildings they inhabit. As we demonstrate, as opposed to sites of critique, the colonial nostalgia produced within these spaces, amounts to a form of stripped consumption where the contentious histories of Gulangyu Island (and the colonial histories of Xiamen) have been negated.

The importance of urban planning (including urban planning issues) and architecture in the production of colonial nostalgia

But whilst this paper examines state led urban growth coalitions, it is worth our mentioning here, that implicitly we are also interested in the role of urban planning, urban planning issues and the interpretation of architecture in the construction of colonial nostalgia. Indeed, as we shall suggest as an agent within growth coalitions (both as an agent of the state but sometimes also as employees of developers and private firms) urban planning and architecture is absolutely critical to the materialisation of discourses of colonial nostalgia within the built environment. Thus, as we shall demonstrate between sections 2-4, typical urban planning - including regeneration strategies, urban branding strategies, tourist development policies and conservation - are often employed by the Chinese growth coalitions over and over again to concretise their colonial branding images. In section 2 we turn to Shanghai and specifically we examine the regeneration of the Shanghai bund and the 'regeneration' of the Xintiandi in the French Concession area. Then in section 3 we turn to Macau and specifically we explore the growth in new forms of state led colonial nostalgia that have been compounded in the conservation of the "Historic Centre of Macao". Moreover, throughout this paper we also look heavily at the role of architecture in the production of colonial nostalgia by both the state and developers. Indeed, from Shanghai, to Macau to Gulangyu Island, architecture (or colonial heritage architecture) plays an important role in the realisation of colonial nostalgia. However, importantly, as we shall demonstrate, especially in section 4, it is the way these architectures are interpreted that is critical to their role in the reproduction of colonial nostalgia.

1920s and 1930s Shanghai

Work on colonial nostalgia in urban China in the last few years has often centred on the coastal city of Shanghai (see for example Pan, 2005; Lu, 2002; Ren, 2008; Law, 2012). Here Lu Pan (2005) and Weiping Wu (2004: 167) have discussed the role of the local entrepreneurial state and broader commercialists in Shanghai in the production of colonial nostalgia. As Law (2012) has written, the hallmark features of this branding are a marketing of 1920s and 1930s Shanghai through imaginaries of the Republican and tropes of decadence and cosmopolitanism. Weiping Wu (2004) has pointed out, that the effect of these historical theamatics is that they have allowed the contemporary political administration of Shanghai to recast the city as having affluent and cosmopolitan roots, which run into the present. For Wu the main role of this historical branding is that it allows the Shanghai government to recast and re-brand
the city as the site of a new international metropolis (Wu, 2004: 167).

But the construction and historical thematising of Shanghai by the government has not taken place via urban branding techniques alone; indeed, the regeneration and conservation of colonial heritage itself has served an important role in the materialisation of colonial nostalgia. As Wu (1999) and Law (2012) have maintained, one of the earliest innovations in the city’s construction of colonial nostalgia was the refurbishment of the Bund (riverfront) area of Shanghai. Before 1949, the Bund housed over 100 hundred financial buildings (Wu 1999: 214), but during the Maoist era, ‘it’s cosmopolitan and capitalist heritage was supressed and the bund became a site for government institutions (Lei and Vickers, 2015: 220). Since the 1990s, the ‘Bund’s landmarks have been re-occupied by high end businesses and financial organisations’ (Lei and Vickers, 2015: 220). This becomes even more remarkable when contrasted to Shanghai’s general ‘demolition economy’ (Ren, 2014).

Places like Shanghai’s Xintiandi, an affluent shopping area within the French Concession, have been critical to the production of new gentrified spaces which reinforce new sites of romantic consumption and difference (Ren, 2008: 23). Conservation and heritage sites create exciting settings – or urban stages – for commercial shopping spaces and western brands such as Starbucks, Vidal Sassoon and outdoor cafes (see Ren, 2008). But whilst there is a plethora of writing on the Colonial Republican era nostalgia of Shanghai, researchers have often stopped short of exploring the role of state led colonial nostalgia in other cities in China. The trends discussed above are not unique to Shanghai, but have now become determinedly replicated through other Chinese urban growth coalitions. In what follows, we shall draw upon existing literature and field data collected on the Special Administrative region of Macau (which is a World Heritage site) (section 3) and the Island of Gulangyu (near Xiamen) (section 4) to explore the reproduction of colonial nostalgia.

**Macau, colonial nostalgia in the construction of a new cultural identity**

Macau was under Portuguese administration from the mid-16th century until 1999, when it came under Chinese sovereignty as a Special Administrative Region (SAR) of the PRC. Like many Chinese urban spaces, Macau is coping with extreme urban development pressures. However, in post-handover Macau, conservation has always been an important factor. In particular Macau’s colonial urban heritage plays a central role in the construction of new Macau identities as well as forms of place-branding. Noticeably, in the 1980s the Portuguese administration had started to harness their cultural legacy pre-handover, by establishing cultural institutes and investing significant amounts of money into their urban heritage (Chu, 2015; Lam, 2010). These forms of pre-handover investment might actually be regarded, as a sort of ‘anticipated nostalgia’ by the pre-handover Portuguese state (Clayton, 2009, p. 202). Captivatingly however, post-handover, this colonial past has been embraced rather than repressed by the newly established Chinese SAR administration and the people of Macau. In short, instead of seeing the colonial past as taboo, Macao has started to build upon its Eurasian past (Ho, 2014; Cheng, 2003). Interestingly, then, in the eyes of the new administration this colonial past is presented as one of peaceful co-existence between east and west and a site of international allure. On its website, the Cultural Affairs Bureau for example, describes Macao as a reflection of “China’s persistent openness to the influx of western cultures that has shaped a dramatic development that represents the region’s unique identity” (Cultural Affairs Bureau, 2016).

Nostalgia and exotic sentiments are strongly brought about by the Eurasian character of the urban context (Ho, 2014: 130). The reinforcement of a hybrid, exotic, international narrative of colonial Macau, has taken place in a dramatically visual way via the conservation of Chinese and Portuguese urban and architectural features. As local identity and pride were portrayed as being relatively weak in 1999, the Macau people were actively encouraged to take pride in the colonial past to stimulate new forms of identity building (Lam, 2010). Showcasing the colonial urban heritage was also instrumental in building a post-handover global identity. The “Historic Centre of Macao” was listed as World Heritage in 2005 exactly for its historical position as a crossroads of cultural and economic exchanges between China and the West (UNESCO World Heritage Centre, 2005). The inscription of this site of World Heritage underlines Macau’s international identity as a gateway between China and the western world, and its strategic role in world trade. Since the end of the 19th century, Macao also became famous for its gambling industry. It is often referred to as the “Las Vegas of the East” and the “Monte Carlo of the Orient” and so the gambling and the connected tourism industry are an important source of revenue (Chan et al., 2016). Though, despite the financial gains, thorny issues surrounding the commodification of heritage and casino capitalism often remain unaddressed (Chu, 2015).

The struggle between balancing culture and commerce is also reflected in local conservation projects. Historical colonial symbolic referencing however, seems to be a platform on which culture and commerce can come together ‘as they always have’. Macau can be easily defined as a ‘classic’ site of colonial nostalgia, (as discussed in the previous sections of this paper) where history has been stripped to construct an ‘exotic’ image, through commercial imaginaries, as can be seen in the case of the Banco Nacional Ultramarino and the Casinos (Caballero & Pereira, 2016) (see figure 14, below). However, the Macau population has been found.
to be more ambivalent in their regard towards nostalgia for the colonial era. Indeed, Clayton (2009) found in her years of fieldwork in Macau that locals had many utopian sentiments regarding a shared world of the past. As Clayton observed, locals felt that this shared world of the past would serve as a useful platform upon which to build a new world of mutual respect and tolerance (Clayton, 2009: 301).

Utilizing colonial nostalgia at Gulangyu Island, Xiamen

Another example of the power of colonial imaginaries can also be associated with a series of growth coalitions that have developed around the pleasure Island of Gulangyu near Xiamen. Gulangyu which was traditionally inhabited by local fishermen, increasingly became a site visited by westerners from the seventeenth century onwards – where it was known as Kulangsu or Kookangsu, eventually after a series of aggressive incursions Gulangyu became a major colonial settlement after the first Opium Wars of 1839-1842, when Xiamen (then known as Amoy), became one of the five Colonial Treaty Ports (Yu, 2005: 3; 62; Brown, 2013: 35; Li et al., 2016a; Li et al., 2016a; Li et al., 2016b). From the late nineteenth century, more than 12 countries opened consulates on the Island and by 1902, as commentators suggest the colonists of these nations collectively established an International Settlement (Yu, 2005: 2; 103-107; Li, et al., 2016a; Li et al., 2016b). As well as colonists, scholars have also noted that after 1911 thousands of overseas Chinese came back to Xiamen to invest in the city and the international settlement on Gulangyu. As Cartier has reported in the 1920s guanqiu Huaqiao [returned overseas Chinese] built over a 1,000 houses on Gulangyu, including imposing mansions in art deco style (Cartier, 2001: 137). As Cartier explains whilst the mansions on the island remain today, many of the buildings were confiscated during the Maoist era, but were returned to the descendants of the original owners in the reform period (Cartier, 2001: 137).

As commentators have suggested since the 1990s, local authorities have pursued ‘pro-tourist development policies’ on the Island (see Li, et al. 2016b: np). As Li et al. (2016a) have noted as a result of these tourist policies the industry on the island has been pulled off and certain spaces ‘especially near the docks’ have been ‘developed into tourist service centers’ (Li et al., 2016a: 31). In this regard, by all accounts – as we understand – it would appear that originally in the early reform era, rather than developing strong built heritage conservation policies the local municipal government at Xiamen were more interested in promoting the natural scenic qualities of the island (rather than the protection of the old buildings – including the colonial ones). As the China Daily have reported, to bolster the tourism industry on the Island, the local government encouraged the establishment of family inns and hotels and as a result commercial investors began building inns and many residents refurbished their houses and turned them into hotels (Li and Meidong, 2014).

If in the early days of the reform era, the local government seemed more interested in tourism and natural amenities, sources suggest that from the late 1990s the local government started to take a more concerned and active conservation approach to the buildings on the island. Indeed, as Su, (2010) has suggested on the 13th of January, 2000, the People’s Congress Standing Committee of the 11th Xiamen City, drew up a series of ‘Regulations on the Protection of Historical Buildings [in] Gulangyu, Xiamen’ which were due to be implemented in April of the same year. Then, on the 20th of March 2009 the 13th Standing Committee of Xiamen city unanimously adopted the “Gulangyu Xiamen Special Economic Zone Regulations on the Protection of Historical Buildings” (see Su, 2010). These regulations were important in that they clearly sought to define ownership and property rights surrounding the buildings. Within a few years after the production of these regulations, sources then report that the government ‘repaired and protected nearly 103 historical buildings’ (see Su, 2010).

In reality recent years, then sources suggest that the local Xiamen government is now trying to seek World Heritage Status for the Island. As a result, commentators have noted that the Xiamen government have ‘set up a team of professionals to protect Gulangyu in the long-term and draw up rules and regulations to improve the management of the island’s buildings and environment’ (quote
constructed colonial nostalgia in the marketing and management of the Island. Instead, arguably the tourism industry and commercialists on the Island have. Thus, in symbolic terms, tourism related promotion websites have often reinforced an image of the Island as the ‘Piano Island’ which is a reference to the numerous pianos which were bought to the island by British missionaries. With the establishment of the PRC in 1949, locals utilised the remaining pianos and a new culture of music and musicianship developed (particularly with the construction of a music school in the early 1980s). (Poole, 1997). Moreover, in recent years, the construction of colonial nostalgia appears to have been pursued by local commercialists, entrepreneurs and developers who have refurbished the colonial buildings that remain on the island, including the British and German consulates. Noticeably, rather than a critical approach to the colonial heritage, arguably these colonial buildings are left historically uninterpreted; thus a cursory glance over the commercially supported colonial heritage on the Island also demonstrates that as opposed to critique, much of the colonial heritage has been reconstructed as stripped commodities with exotic associations. One interesting example of this is the British ‘London Assembly Hall’ (dated at 1842) which has now become ‘The silky girl coffee hotel’ (see Fig 4. Below). In the Silly Girl coffee hotel, Chinese tourists enjoy the marvellous colonial verandas and luxurious sleeping quarters as if they were themselves reliving the experiences of the colonists one hundred or so years ago (Fig. 5).

Whilst the Silly Girl Coffee Hotel is merely a refurbished colonial building, arguably some businesses on the island have gone much further in an almost implicit celebration of the colonial history that existed there. Indeed, one extreme example of this has been provided by a wealthy local entrepreneur who now owns the former German consulate (now known as ‘Dong’s Tea and Sugar’). In this lavishly refurbished building, imaginaries and historic signifiers of German history and a vague European colonialism have been lovingly recreated throughout the ground floor of the building – which is now a shop selling expensive tea, jewellery, glassware, pearl, jade and other ornaments (Fig. 8). In the entrance corridor to the bu-

from Hu and Lu, 2014; see also China Daily, 2015b). As the China Daily has reported from 2011, the island ‘launched a 3-year environmental remediation program, including the repairing of old buildings and construction of a Gulangyu History Museum’ (China Daily, 2015a). More recently, reports suggest that the Xiamen government intends to support the transformation of 8 foreign consulates on the Island into museums (China Daily, 2015c). Thus, a tourist website known as ‘What’s on in Xiamen’ noted that the Dutch consulate is now an exhibition centre for the island’s history. The website reads then that ‘A special exhibition, ‘The Age of Uncharted Waters and Gulangyu’ is now being held in the consulate. The exhibition features over 100 pieces of cultural artwork, including maps, photographs and prints, which were made by western navigators and artists dating back to the 16th century’ (What’s on Xiamen, 2015). In 2014, then one of the authors of this paper, (Law) examined the exhibition. Whilst the exhibition did in fact contain some implicit critique of the colonial period, arguably the exhibits as this museum seemed to celebrate an economic discourse of the island and Xiamen more generally. Here on one display board (described as the ‘preface’ display board), the museum seemed to be celebrating the maritime trade routes – a discourse of the maritime Silk Road that had grown as a result of the colonial links between Xiamen, Gulangyu and the west. Here rather than historical critique this display seemed to be helping to produce an economic and cultural image of Xiamen (and Gulangyu) as a historic site of mercantile wealth and commerce with excellent trading ‘connections’ to the west.

Colonial symbolism

However, despite the nostalgic undertones of this exhibition, in general, the municipal government of Xiamen has not explicitly
Building, a visitor can find what appears to be a faux colonial office, where a colonial desk has been set up with a picture of the German Kaiser Wilhelm the 2nd (1859 to 1911) framing the background. Furthermore, on entering the main shopping area of the building, one is confronted by a series of colonial ephemera, including what appears to be pictures of the Kings and Queens of Europe during the nineteenth century and (contemporary) paintings that depict scenes of high colonial commercialism and spaces of colonial leisure, decadence and romance.

In this final picture in particular viewers are treated to an image of colonial westerners conducting business with Qing dynasty officials. Arguably such images reinforce a discourse of colonial merchant port nostalgia which is implicitly suggested in the 'the Age of uncharted waters and Kulangsu' museum.

Conclusions: constructing colonial nostalgia, through urban space and ethical issues
This paper began with a cursory survey of the literature on colonial nostalgia in post-colonial settings. Specifically it was suggested that in the literature in Chinese studies (and Chinese urban studies) a small body of literature has emerged on Chinese colonial nostalgia within Chinese cities including Shanghai and Hong Kong. However, despite the small body of research that has grown up in these areas, we argued that more investigations need to be conducted on the role of colonial nostalgia in China because it is both a growing phenomenon and a site of contentiousness simultaneously. To study the growth of colonial nostalgia in China, we targeted two key sites for further analysis. Firstly, we suggested that state led growth coalitions-agglomerations of state and non-state agents — should be understood as key sites in the construction of colonial nostalgia (we also noted that the colonial Chinese state also had a role in contemporary nostalgia in the case of Macau). Secondly, we also contend that particular forms of economic based tourist policies might also be critical sites in which new forms of colonial nostalgia are reproduced in the contemporary moment. Specifically, we suggested that new forms of commercially based tourist policies can allow independent commercial entrepreneurs (in historic colonial heritage spaces) and businesses to reconstruct colonial nostalgia. In exploring these arguments, this paper looked at 3 growth coalitions within 3 key case sites in the city of Shanghai, the special administrative region of Macau and the island of Gulangyu, near Xiamen. In section 2 we examined Shanghai specifically we examined the role of local growth coalitions in the construction 1990s and 1990s colonial imaginaries of the city. Here in particular we investigated the regeneration of the Shanghai bund and the redevelopment of the Xintiandi in the French Concession area. In section 3 we examined SAR region of Macau and we claimed that via a state led growth coalition, urban elites have successfully drawn upon nostalgia for the area’s colonial Portuguese and Eurasian past. Specifically we investigated the growth in new forms of state led colonial nostalgia that have been compounded in the conservation of the “Historic Centre of Macao”. In section 4, we turned to growth coalitions surrounding the tourist pleasure Island of Gulangyu. Specifically, we looked at the role of the local Xiamen municipal government in the increasing commercialisation of the Island. Rather than explicit colonial nostalgia, we suggested that in the reform period the government has been more concerned with the tourist status of the island – and the production of natural scenic qualities. In this regard, and taking a different position from the previous sections, we suggested that indirectly the government’s tourist policies have allowed a commercial discourse of colonial nostalgia to thrive on the Island. Thus, in exploring this discourse we examined the role of private local tourist agents, entrepreneurs and businesses (at the site) who have sought to capitalise upon the colonial history of the island.

Finally and most importantly, in examining these growth coalitions, in our data sections we often prioritised issues within urban planning – including urban branding, development, regeneration and conservation strategies and architecture as key examples of the way in which critical agents construct and reproduce discourses of colonial nostalgia.

Ethical considerations
All in all then, in all of these cases, we suggested that at each of these places, more contentious interpretations of these colonial heritages have been stripped for consumerist and urban branding narratives. Thus, whereas colonial nostalgia, history and heritage might have been interpreted in more critical
terms, in many of the cases we examined colonialism was viewed more as an economic opportunity by the local state and its associated network of specialists and private commercialists. Clearly then, these issues raise broader questions about the problems of colonial nostalgia in China. Indeed, as we suggested in the introductory section of this paper, colonial nostalgia in China is still relatively problematic given that the central state has, since the 1990s, revived a very strong anti-colonial ideological campaign known as humiliation history.

Given the longitudinal critiques of colonialism by scholars globally, arguably the local Chinese state, and associated scholars, cultural critics, town planners, urban developers and the private sector should give more attention varied interpretations of these forms of consumerism. Indeed, whilst the pursuit of economic goals is understandable as the local Chinese state struggles to maintain itself, arguably the pursuit of capital might also be balanced with broader readings and interpretations of history and heritage at these sites. Whilst it is very possible that local growth coalitions will not want to sully these exotic commercial spaces with difficult or contentious histories, arguably there is an ethical case for exploring the various historical impacts of colonialism on the sites we have examined. Indeed, in an era when the Chinese state has often been critiqued for restricting information from Chinese subjects, debatably more needs to be done by scholars, cultural critics and indeed town planners to understand the ways in which contemporary forms of Chinese capitalism, consumerism, town planning and the local state work to disconnect everyday Chinese subjects from the past.
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1. The theory of state-led growth coalitions then depends upon neo-Marxist theories which have stated that in China (and many nations across the planet), the local state has become increasingly entrepreneurial with the deterrioration of ‘state-led industrialisation’ (Pufong Wu, 2009: 424; see also Zhang and Wu, 2003). Instead, as Pufong Wu (2009) has argued, the contemporary era has seen an increasing decentralisation of political and economic power to the extent that the local Chinese state now depends heavily on new kinds of urban planning, property marketing to create capital and to attract financial resources (see Wu, 2009). Here in this process growth coalitions of the state, urban specialists — including urban planners — and private developers and commercialists can often align whether consciously or unconsciously, in the construction of new imaginaries and branding visions in Chinese cities. Thus, for example, when developers, who are not actually directly working for the state, come to promote real estate areas; they might draw upon the wider urban vision of place to reinforce the ‘localness’ of their own brand.
2. Interestingly as the China Daily reports a native of the island Xie Miancong, has
warned that the pro-tourist policies and the encouraging of locals to build new commercial
businesses has not necessarily helped the physical protection of the buildings on the island.
Indeed, as the China Daily reports Xie as saying, although the ‘hotel trade is highly
profitable’, the transformation of the old houses into hotels has ‘damaged their historical and
cultural value’. As the China Daily reports rather than ‘modernising his own home, Xie
invested more than 3 million yuan to refurbish the 1932 building, and simply serves coffee
in his courtyard which is dotted with lush foliage. Customers are not allowed access to the
whole house’ (Li and Meidong, 2014).

3. As Su (2010) reports after the introduction of the protection regulations, some of the
renovated buildings were funded by the government and some were funded jointly by the
government and building owners. In other cases the Xiamen government also encouraged
investors from outside to renovate buildings on the island.
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Strutture e frammenti di città

Laura Lutzon, Michele Valentino

Rigenerazione urbana e prospettive per la città

Le prospettive future di trasformazione delle città costituiscono tematiche di grande rilevanza nel progetto della città e del territorio. La molteplicità di aspetti connessi si lega in maniera rilevante alle attuali problematiche che riguardano i sistemi insediativi poiché sono espressioni di fenomeni e meccanismi che hanno influenzato la crescita urbana negli ultimi secoli. “Luogo della frammentazione, la città contemporanea è per sua natura instabile; sede di continui cambiamenti che danno luogo ai cambiamenti di situazioni critiche e a soluzioni transitorie dei problemi. [...] L’uscita dalla modernità [...] è anche dismissione, trasformazione e riso di molte sue parti.” (Secchi, 2000: 61). Mentre in passato le attese e gli interessi erano connessi all’estensione dei centri urbani e degli insediamenti assiali e costieri, attualmente l’attenzione si sposta verso il recupero e la valorizzazione del patrimonio esistente, cioè sul fronte interno dell’ambiente edificabile (Dematteis, 1995). Al contempo “il territorio si appare teatro di eventi tra loro intraducibili, che la prossimità spaziale non vale a collegare, articolare e spegare. Il quarto abisso, il Peep, il borgo storico, l’impianto industriale e il frutteto; il cambiamento di scala e di misura; il nomadismo turistico e del pastore; l’énorme quantità di aree interstiziali, ognuna residuo di una storia diversa; la parzialità dell’edificazione, dell’infrastrutturazione, dell’articolazione; l’uso solo d’estate, solo di giorno, solo nei giorni feriali, per alcune ore; la frequentazione dei laghi da parte di popolazioni e gruppi tra loro estranei. Mai come oggi il territorio ci è apparso discontinuo” (Secchi, 1985: 19). I concetti di frammentazione e discontinuità assumono un carattere rilevante nel dibattito sulla condizione urbana contemporanea e segnano il passaggio da un paradigma di crescita urbana, sviluppatosi fino agli anni novanta del secolo scorso, verso un approccio di continua risignificazione e riorganizzazione dello spazio esistente. Da ciò ne consegue un cambio di prospettiva in quanto si deve